Weld Shape Variation and Electrode Oxidation Behavior under Ar-(Ar-CO$_2$) Double Shielded GTA Welding
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Double shielded gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW, also known as tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding) of an SUS304 stainless steel with pure inert argon as the inner layer shielding and the Ar-CO$_2$ or CO$_2$ active gas as the out layer shielding was proposed in this study to investigate its effect on the tungsten electrode protection and the weld shape variation. The experimental results showed that the inner inert argon gas can successfully prevent the outer layer active gas from contacting and oxidizing the tungsten electrode during the welding process. Active gas, carbon dioxide, in the outer layer shielding is decomposed in the arc and dissolves in the liquid pool, which effectively adjusts the active element, oxygen, content in the weld metal. When the weld metal oxygen content is over 70 × 10$^{-6}$, the surface-tension induced Marangoni convection changes from outward into inward, and the weld shape varies from a wide shallow one to a narrow deep one. The effect of the inner layer gas flow rate on the weld bead morphology and the weld shape was investigated systematically. The results show that when the flow rate of the inner argon shielding gas is too low, the weld bead is easily oxidized and the weld shape is wide and shallow. A heavy continuous oxide layer on the liquid pool is a barrier to the liquid pool movement.
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1. Introduction

Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW), also known as tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding has been widely used in industry for its high weld quality especially for stainless steel, titanium alloys and non-ferrous alloys. However, its shallow penetration makes the weld depth/width ratio only around 0.2 and causes lower weld production. How to increase the GTAW penetration has been concerned for a long time, and several technologies have been proposed including the adjustment to the minor elements in the raw material, such as S, O, Se and Bi in group VIB and F, Br and Cl in group VIIIB$^{[1-8]}$, smearing active fluxes on the plate surface (A-TIG or FB-TIG) before welding$^{[7,9-28]}$, and adding a small amount of active gas to the inert shielding gas$^{[29-35]}$ to obtain a deep penetration. Even though some techniques have been partially applied in industry, there is still no common agreement on the mechanism of A-TIG welding. There have been four proposed mechanisms to explain the A-TIG phenomenon, including the TIG keyhole model$^{[36]}$, arc contraction theory$^{[19-23,26,27,37,38]}$, weld pool convection theory$^{[6,7,18,39-42]}$ and flux insulation model$^{[43]}$.

Since 2002, a series experimental research on high efficient GTA welding have been carried out by the present authors including smeared oxide fluxes on the plate before welding$^{[24,25]}$, adding a small amount of the active gas, O$_2$ or CO$_2$, to the argon shielding gas$^{[32-34]}$, and adding O$_2$ or CO$_2$ to the helium shielding gas$^{[44,45]}$. The results showed that the weld penetration can be significantly increased for SUS304 stainless steel by smearing an oxide flux or adding
an active gas into inert shielding gas. The active element, oxygen, in the weld pool can be adjusted by smearing the oxide flux or adding a small amount of the active gas to the inner shielding. When the oxygen content is over a critical value, the reverse Marangoni convection is induced and a deep narrow weld shape is obtained. However, the weld shape is sensitive to the quantity of the smeared oxide flux before welding, and it is difficult for the operator to control the quantity of flux used. For the Ar (He)-O$_2$ (CO$_2$) mixed shielding, the addition of oxygen or carbon dioxide to the shielding oxidizes the tungsten electrode during long term application, which will shorten the electrode service life.

In order to protect the electrode from oxidation during the Ar (He)-O$_2$ (CO$_2$) mixed GTA welding, a new method, named as double shielded GTA welding, is proposed in this study to control the liquid pool movement and decrease the tungsten electrode oxidation rate as shown in Fig. 1(b). The pure argon was used as the inner layer shielding gas around the tungsten electrode to generate the arc and protect the electrode from oxidation. The outer layer gas, CO$_2$ or Ar-CO$_2$ mixture, was used around the inner shielding gas to adjust the active element content in the weld pool by the carbon dioxide decomposition and dissolution in the liquid pool during the welding process. The absorption rule of the active element from the outer layer shielding gas in the weld pool and its influence on the Marangoni convection, weld shape variation and electrode protection were described in this paper. The effect of the inner layer gas flow rate on the weld shape, bead morphology was also investigated systematically.

2. Experimental

SUS304 stainless steel with the dimension of 100 mm×50 mm×10 mm was used as the substrate with the average composition of 0.06%C, 0.44%Si, 0.96%Mn, 8.19%Ni, 18.22%Cr, 0.027%P, 0.0020%S and 0.0020%O and the rest of Fe. Prior to the welding, the surface of the plate was ground using an 80-grit flexible abrasive paper and then cleaned with acetone.

A water-cooled double shielded torch with a thoriated tungsten electrode (W-2%ThO$_2$, 2.4 mm in diameter) was used in the experiments by direct current, electrode negative (DCEN) polarity power source (YC-300BZ1) with a mechanized system, in which the test piece moves at a set speed. Figure 1 is the schematic diagram of TIG torch and the double shielding torch. For the common TIG torch (Fig. 1(a)), one mixed shielding gas (Ar-CO$_2$) was used. Figure 1(b) shows the double shielding torch used in this study with two layer shielding gases separated by a ceramic nozzle. The inner layer shielding gas is pure argon to generate arc and protect the electrode, and the outer layer shielding gas is CO$_2$ or Ar-CO$_2$ mixed shielding to adjust the oxygen content and Marangoni convection in the liquid pool during the welding process. The welding parameters are shown in Table 1. The out layer shielding gas flow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electrode type</td>
<td>DCEN, W-2%ThO$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of electrode/mm</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertex angle of electrode/deg.</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner layer shielding gas</td>
<td>Ar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner layer gas flow rate/(L/min)</td>
<td>3–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out layer shielding gas</td>
<td>Ar-CO$_2$, CO$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out layer gas flow rate/(L/min)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrode extension/mm</td>
<td>0–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc length/mm</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding current/A</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding speed/(mm/s)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rate is 10 L/min. The effects of the inner layer shielding gas flow rate and electrode extension on the weld shape and bead morphology were also investigated under Ar-(CO\textsubscript{2}) double shielding.

After welding, the weld bead and electrode morphologies were photographed. Then, all the weld beads were sectioned and the specimens for the weld shape observations were prepared by etching, a HCl (50 ml)+Cu\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4} (25 ml) solution, to reveal the bead shape and dimensions. The cross-sections of the weld bead were photographed using an optical microscope. The oxygen content in the weld metal was analyzed using an oxygen/nitrogen analyzer (Horiba, EMGA-520). Samples for the oxygen measurements were cut directly from the weld metal.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Weld shape and electrode morphology

The effect of the outer layer gas composition on the weld bead shape and electrode morphology was studied with three different out layer shielding gases, pure Ar, Ar-1\%CO\textsubscript{2} and pure CO\textsubscript{2}, at 160 A welding current, 2 mm/s welding speed and 10 L/min flow rate for both the inner and outer layer shielding gases. Figure 2 shows the weld shapes with different out layer shielding gases. When using pure Ar or Ar-1\%CO\textsubscript{2} as the out layer shielding gas, the weld shapes are wide and shallow as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). When the pure CO\textsubscript{2} is used as the outer layer shielding gas, the weld shape becomes relatively narrow and deep as shown in Fig. 2(c). The composition of the outer layer shielding gas can significantly affect the weld shape. Figure 3 compares the electrode morphologies under single layer Ar-CO\textsubscript{2} mixed shielding (Fig. 3(a) to (c)) with those under the double layer shielding (Fig. 3(d) to (f)). Under the single layer Ar-CO\textsubscript{2} mixed shielding with the common TIG torch (Fig. 1(a)), the electrode was oxidized seriously after welding, even though the carbon dioxide content in the shielding gas was below 3% as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c). However, under double layer shielding with double shielded torch (Fig. 1(b)), the electrode was well protected as shown in Fig. 3(e) and (f) even though 100% carbon dioxide was used in the out layer shielding gas. In the double layer shielding, the inner layer pure argon shielding gas well protected the electrode and successfully prevented the carbon dioxide in the out layer gas from contacting and oxidizing the tungsten electrode.

3.2 Oxygen absorption and Marangoni convection

Table 2 shows the effect of the out layer shielding gas composition on the weld depth/width (D/W) ratio and the weld metal oxygen content. When the pure argon or Ar-1%CO\textsubscript{2} are used as the out layer shielding, the weld metal oxygen contents are 27.2×10\textsuperscript{-6} and 43×10\textsuperscript{-6}, respectively, lower than 70×10\textsuperscript{-6}. When pure carbon dioxide is used as the out layer shielding, the weld metal oxygen content is over 70×10\textsuperscript{-6}. The weld D/W ratio increases from 0.19 and 0.28 to 0.41 when the weld metal oxygen content is over 70×10\textsuperscript{-6}. Carbon dioxide in the outer layer shielding gas will be decomposed in the high temperature arc and dissolve in the liquid pool during the welding process. Therefore, the weld metal oxygen content (active element) can be adjusted by the addition of the carbon dioxide in the outer layer shielding gas in the double shielded GTA welding.

Generally, the weld shape is controlled by heat transfer due to a combination of convection and conduction in the liquid pool. The relative importance between the heat convection and conduction, which can be determined by the Peclet number, varies for different materials and represents the ratio of heat transfer by convection and conduction. It is defined as follows: Pe=\textit{L} V\textsubscript{max}/2\alpha\textsubscript{t}, where \textit{V}\textsubscript{max} is the maximum surface velocity, \alpha\textsubscript{t} is the thermal diffusivity of liquid and \textit{L} is the characteristic length of the weld pool, which can be taken as the weld pool surface radius for wide and shallow weld pool with or without a low active element content. In a deep and narrow weld pool containing certain active element, \textit{L} can be taken as the depth of the weld pool\textsuperscript{[33]}. Here, two representative weld shapes, Fig. 2(a) and (c), are selected to calculate the Peclet number. The weld pool surface radius for Fig. 2(a) is 5.91 mm, and weld depth for Fig. 2(c) is 3.88 mm. The other thermal properties for SUS304 are from literature \textsuperscript{[33]}. The calculated Peclet numbers are 90.9 and 59.7 for Fig. 2(a) and (c), respectively. Previous work by Limmaneevichitr and Kou\textsuperscript{[46]} showed that the heat transfer in the weld pool is dominated by conduction for Pe<<1, while.
on the other hand, for $\text{Pe}>>1$, the heat transfer in the weld pool is dominated by convection. The high Peclet number signifies that the heat transfer in the liquid pool in this study is dominated by the convection mode. Therefore, the GTA weld shapes here depend to a large extent on the fluid flow mode in the welding pool, which was governed by the combined effect of the electromagnetic force, surface tension, buoyancy force and impinging force of the arc plasma.

Previous research works have shown that the Marangoni convection induced by the surface tension on the pool surface is the main convection that significantly influences the fluid flow in a liquid pool\cite{6,7,18,39–42,47,48}. Generally, the surface tension decreases with increasing temperature, that is $\partial\sigma/\partial T < 0$, for a pure metal and many alloys. Since there is a large temperature gradient on the welding pool surface, a large surface tension gradient arises along the surface. In the weld pool of such materials, the surface tension is higher at the cooler pool edges than that at the pool center. Hence, the Marangoni convection flows from the pool center to the edges. The heat flux from the arc is readily transferred from

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inner layer gas</th>
<th>Out layer gas</th>
<th>Weld $D/W$ ratio</th>
<th>$[O]$ in weld metal/$10^{-6}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure Ar</td>
<td>Pure Ar</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Ar</td>
<td>Ar-1%CO$_2$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Ar</td>
<td>100%CO$_2$</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>75.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 Comparison of electrode oxidation under mixed shielding ((a)–(c)) and double shielding ((d)–(f))
3.3 Effect of inner gas flow rate on the weld shape and bead morphology

The ratio between the inner layer gas flow rate (pure Ar) and the out layer shielding gas (pure CO₂) is one of the important parameters, which affects the active element, oxygen, dissolution in the weld pool, Marangoni convection, weld shape and the bead morphology. The outer layer shielding gas (CO₂) flow rate is set at 10 L/min here, and the inner layer shielding gas is varied from 3 to 10 L/min under different electrode extension from 0 to 3 mm. Figure 5 shows the effect of the inner layer gas flow rate on the weld depth/width ratio with different electrode extensions. The weld depth/width ratio becomes even lower for the 3 L/min inner layer gas flow rate than those for the 7 and 10 L/min inner layer gas flow rates.

Figure 6(a) and (b) shows that the weld shape under the 3 L/min inner layer gas flow rate is wide and shallow and the weld bead is seriously oxidized. However, the weld shapes are narrow and deep with clean bead surfaces as shown in Fig. 6(b) to (f) when the inner layer gas flow rates are 7 and 10 L/min. The weld metal oxygen analysis shows that the oxygen content in the weld metal for the 3 L/min flow rate is much higher (over 350×10⁻⁶) than that (between 70×10⁻⁶ to 100×10⁻⁶) for 7 and 10 L/min inner layer gas flow rates as shown in Fig. 7.

When the inner layer pure inert gas (argon) flow rate is too low, the percent of the out layer active gas (pure CO₂) is relatively high in the total shielding gas, which makes the weld bead oxidized easily during the welding process as shown in Fig. 6(d) and the weld metal oxygen content in the weld metal high (over 350×10⁻⁶) as shown in Fig. 7. The heavy continuous oxide layer on the pool surface prevents the liquid pool from moving freely, and also changes the liquid pool/gas surface to the liquid pool/oxide layer interface. The surface tension induced inward Marangoni convection no longer exists at the interface and the weld shape becomes wide and shallow as shown in Fig. 6(a). For the 7 and 10 L/min inner pure inert gas shielding, the weld bead is clean and the weld metal oxygen is between 70×10⁻⁶ to 100×10⁻⁶ as shown in
Fig. 6 Effect of inner layer gas flow rate on the weld shape and weld bead morphology

Fig. 7 Effect of the inner layer gas flow rate and electrode extension on the weld metal oxygen content

Fig. 7. In this case, an inward Marangoni convection exists, which makes the weld shapes narrow and deep as shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c).

4. Conclusions

(1) Double shielded GTA welding using the pure inert Ar gas as the inner layer shielding and the active CO$_2$ or Ar-CO$_2$ gas as the outer layer shielding can protect well the tungsten electrode from oxidation in the welding process. The inner layer Ar gas can effectively prevent the out layer active gas from contacting and oxidizing the tungsten electrode. The weld shape changes from a wide shallow one to a narrow deep one and the weld depth/width increases from 0.28 to 0.41 when the carbon dioxide is used as the out layer shielding. Double shielded GTA welding is a method to improve the GTA welding production.

(2) The active gas, carbon dioxide, in the out layer shielding is decomposed and the active element, oxygen, dissolves in the liquid pool during the welding process, which successfully adjusts the active element content in the weld pool and controls the Marangoni convection mode on the pool surface. When the oxygen content in the liquid pool is over $70 \times 10^{-6}$, the outward Marangoni convection changes into an inward convection, and the weld shape varies from a wide shallow one to a narrow deep one.

(3) The flow rate ratio between the inner inert gas and the out active gas is an important welding parameter, which directly affect the weld shape and the weld bead morphology. When the inner layer gas flow rate is lower, the weld bead is seriously oxidized in the welding process and the weld shape is wide and shallow. A heavy continuous oxide layer on the liquid pool is a barrier to the liquid pool movement.
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